INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Remove the Salad Spinner lid. The basket should rest inside of the clear bowl. Fill the basket with rinsed salad greens or fresh berries. Replace lid onto bowl.

Release the pump by sliding the lock away from the pump. The pump should pop up.

Press down on the pump and the basket will start spinning. Press the pump several times to ensure that the greens are dried.

Press the brake and the basket will come to a stop. Remove the greens from the basket.

Basket and bowl can be used separately for straining or serving. In addition, lettuce will stay fresh longer if stored in the basket inside the bowl, covered, and refrigerated.

To disassemble the lid for cleaning, turn the lid upside down and pull on the center plastic ring. To reassemble, push back on until you hear a click.

All parts are top rack dishwasher safe.